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`

Focus Groups of Transition Age Youth/Young
Adults (TAYYA) with mental health challenges to
identify systems issues that make their lives
difficult
◦ 2 in Massachusetts
◦ 2 in Washington, DC

`

Purpose of dialogues was to understand:

◦ What challenges youth with mental health problems face
as they complete high school and seek to take
postsecondary steps toward employment
◦ What assets these youth brought to their journey toward
employment
◦ How education system supported or hindered them
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Mobility is a major challenge to completing
high school

y In Massachusetts, students who attended only one
high school graduated at a rate of 85.9% while
students who attended three schools graduated at a
rate of 39.8% and those who attended four schools
graduated at a rate of 24.9%)
`

Structural inadequacies:

y Gaps in school-based services
y Uncoordinated handoff to adult services
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TAYYA:

◦ Believe they do not receive adequate support to help them
graduate from high school and access post-secondary
education that would lead them to successful employment
◦ Identify teacher turnover, thus inconsistency of adults, as a
problem
◦ Report that social difficulties are more challenging than
academic problems
x Being expelled from school
x Behavior problems in school
Some report that parents are their best advocates, better than
school personnel
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TAYYA want these supportive interventions to
achieve their education and employment goals:

◦ Part time schooling in high school and alternative education
options
◦ Partial course loads in college
◦ More universal eligibility to overcome categorical programs
◦ Financial aid to pursue part-time education
◦ Behavior supports/case management to stay in school
◦ More help with finances

`

School resources that help: Hotlines, Safe Spaces,
job shadow experiences
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Youth/young adults who had been in the public
systems (mental health, child welfare, juvenile
justice) lead extremely fragile lives:

◦ They report that money and finances are their
overwhelming concerns as they try to make an adult life
for themselves; they feel unable to make long-term
plans because finances are so moment-to-moment
◦ Even if they have enough money for immediate needs,
they nevertheless experience endless crises, e.g.,
unstable housing/always on the move, which undermine
their mental and physical health
◦ They experience major challenges in completing
secondary education, pursuing community college, and
obtaining labor-market skills
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Finding + keeping employment at living wage
is a top priority identified by TAYYA
According to a study of Social Security
Administration’s youth transition projects,
lack of access to effective employment
services and work-based experiences is
especially problematic for youth with mental
disorders, who make up ¾ of SSI recipients
ages 13 to 21 (Fraker)
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Youth who receive SSI or Social Security
disability must be careful not to jeopardize
their benefits if they work and earn money
Their families’ financial well-being may be
affected if they earn money
Without careful benefits counseling, positive
incentives of employment and earning may
be undermined
Costs of unsuccessful transition to adulthood
include lifelong poverty (Fraker)
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Organizing services historically has
proceeded only from individual, using case
management or wraparound model, with
hope or wish that systems would “learn”
and somehow “do better” in the future
◦ Scale-up or systems change at state level
has not resulted
◦ Fundamentally a systems deficit model
Change paradigm from systems deficits to
systems assets
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Start developing systems SOLUTIONS that states
and municipalities can implement

` A systems ASSET model could alter environment, make it
more predictable and stable, hence better for TAYYA and
amenable to scale-up
`

Progress is possible if map and align existing
service and systems assets, no matter how
currently under-funded

◦ State agencies have assets/resources they are committed to
even in bad times

`

Ratchet up available programs through new
approaches to coordination and better
integration at the state, regional, local levels.
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Map resources of each state system
Outline Roadmap for the Future that

` Stabilizes the educational, living, and financial
environments that confront youth/young adults
with mental health challenges
`

Create Learning and Working Hubs by

◦ Building on common frameworks across mental
health, special education, supported employment

`

Establish a foundation for multiple
pathways across systems
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Create two collaborative teams:
` Service delivery team grounded in case
management, e.g., TIP and complementary
frameworks working directly with youth

`

x Provide training and professional development to front
line workers
x Use Community of Practice for shared learning and
mutual support
x Get guidance from TAYYA on what works and what
doesn’t
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Policy alignment team of administrators who

x Take data and reports from service delivery team to
x Identify trouble spots and solve problems for
service delivery team and
x Align IDEA/special education, community college,
vocational rehabilitation/supported employment,
financial resources, mental health services by
x Modifying planning and reporting procedures that
interfere with agencies’ abilities to blend resources
to support TAYYA to achieve their goals and
x Creating common indicators to measure progress
in real-world terms that TAYYA value
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Address their financial issues
Work with high schools to improve social and
academic supports and create multiple pathways
so that youth with mental health challenges can
graduate
Improve activities to prepare young adults for a
next step toward a vocation or career, i.e.,
implement a real Transition Plan with supports
for accessing community college or other
postsecondary program
Engage youth at a younger age and in new ways
to imagine and plan for their futures
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